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Bookmark Craft   See the attached sheet for goat cut outs 
 
Each child needs a strip of card stock about 11 inches  by 3 inches any colour 
You can use construction paper but sometimes that is very cheap and flimsy. Bristol board is too heavy
 . Old file folders work fine. 
They each need a goat pattern. I am sending 2. One is a goat head and one a goat silhouette . Print that 
out but leave the students  to do the actual cutting. They can be card stock or construction paper.  Any 
colour 
The actual bookmark may  be long, or the strip can be folded so that it goes over the page of a book. 
The students get to decide.  
Eyes can be made with a marker or tiny stickers look very special. They each need scissors and glue 
Perhaps put enough supplies in each kit to make 2 bookmarks and they can share one with a friend ( 
more decision making )   

 
Stories   will be selected from this list  
 
Cabrita   the little girl goat   Panama 
Three Billy Goats Gruff  Norway 
Talisman    Jamaica 
Billy Goat in Baba's  Garden          
The Goat and the Wolf ladder Hungary 
 
Gate swings open       
gate swings open and the goats run free cross arms over chest, then slap thighs 
they climb up high in the apple tree  climb hands up in the air 
they fall asleep full of apples they ate pillow hands under cheek 
so carry them home and close the gate arms as if carrying, then fold on chest    
    
 
Little Goat 
Little goat, little goat , run away do 
Run to the ocean and chew on a shoe 
Chew on a shoe  and sleep on a boat 
Then runaway home like a good little goat 
 
 
Two Mother Goats 
Two mother goats lived in a pen 
    2 thumbs up 
Each had 4 babies and that made 10 
    Wiggle 4 fingers on each hand 

These 4 babies were black as night 
    Wiggle fingers on one hand 
These 4 babies were black and white 
    Wiggle 4 fingers on other hand 



All 8 babies loved to play 
    Wiggle all 8 fingers 

They'd run and jump and butt heads all day  
  twirl hands , bounce hands up and down Bump fists together 
At night with their mother, They curled in a heap 
    Make fists palms up, thumb in 
And they'd  bleat and they'd  bleat     wiggle fingers 
‘till they fell asleep Tuck thumbs under fingers 

 
 
This Little Goat   Point to each finger in turn 
This little goat eats grass 
This little goat eats hay 
This little goat looks over the fence 
This little goat likes to play 
And this big goat does nothing at all but lie in the fields all day 
   Place thumb across palm 
We’ll chase her, and chase her and chase her away 
   Draw circle around the lazy thumb 
 

Old Hiram's Goat 
Old Hiram's goat 
Was a feeling fine 
He ate three red shirts 
Right off of the line 
Mrs. Murphy the cook 
She dragged  him back 
and tied him to 
the railroad track 
Now when that train  
Came into sight 
That goat grew pale 
And green with fright 
He bucked and bowed 
in Mortal Pain 
Coughed up those shirts 
And flagged the train 
 
 

 

Spanish Words 
 
Cabrita -   young female goat  Mamacita  Mommy   Hombre -  man 
 zorro - fox  Flaquito skinny   roddondo - rolling 
Barrilito - small barrel  tia - aunt  
 
Ukrainian words 
Baba - grandma  Dido - grandfather 


